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ABSTRACT

This study examines the historical influence of literary works adapted to political

purpose, with reference to two significant nineteenth-century French books about Russia: a

memoir by Astolphe de Custine entitled Lettres de Russie (1843), and a novel by Jules

Verne entitled Michel Strogoff (1876), each based on travelogue sources. Taken together,

these two works framed the poles of an ongoing debate about Russian identity related to the

long-term effects of the thirteenth-century Mongol invasions of Russia. Custine's memoir

characterized Russia as a threatening Tartar horde at the gates of European civilization,

while Verne portrayed Russia as a legitimate European great power engaged in taming its

rebellious Tartar subjects. Uniquely among the corpus of nineteenth-century French texts

on Russia, these books demonstrate exceptional influence. Indeed, political adaptations of

both have resonated substantially in international relations. During the Cold War, Custine's

Lettres de Russie was discovered and republished by American diplomats in a heavily

abridged 1951 edition, to serve as a cipher for an imminent Russian threat. In 1880,

Verne's Michel Strogoff was adapted for a theatrical production in Paris; for the next twenty

years, the play served as a vehicle to express public support for the Franco-Russian

Alliance negotiated between 1891 and 1893. Political adaptation of these works ultimately

led to their entrenchment in cultural repertoires of America and France, where they persist

today at the levels of state and popular culture. The analysis concludes that an insistent

myth concerning Tartar identity remains embedded in the international imaginary concerning

Russia. The characterization of Russia as legitimate great power or despotic aggressor

continues to reflect earlier questions concerning whether it had tamed its Tartar past, or

fallen victim to miscegenation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Frequent contacts among men make it easy to compare divergent stories.
They stimulate the critical sense. On the other hand, we have faith in that
narrator who, at rare intervals, brings us distant rumors over a difficult road.

Marc Bloch,
The Historian's Craft

Myth functions to control history, to shape it in text or image as an ordained
sequence of events. The world is rendered pure in the process; complexity
and contradiction give way to order, clarity and direction. Myth, then, can be
understood as an abstract shelter restricting debate. But myth can also
function as ideology—as an abstraction broadly defining the belief system
of a particular group or society.

William H. Truettner
The West as America: Reinterpreting
Images of the Frontier, 1820-1920.

To assess the political impact of particular books in history, scholars may readily point

to the Bible, the Koran, and the Communist Manifesto, whose affirmation of community has

frequently served a politics of exclusion. Proponents of these works could claim knowledge

and authority in their name, especially in times of fear or crisis, as when cultures collided. In

the European sphere, for example, foundational religious books held special importance

throughout the Crusades and during the imperial contacts of the Early Modern and Modern

periods. With explicit cultural authority resting in both the invocation of specific texts and in

their interpreters, works such as the above may be clearly linked with international relations.'

Political relations might involve entire regions, or as seen in the twentieth century, be

confined to those between individual nations.

Similarly, non-doctrinal literary works may also serve to illustrate the use of books to

significant political purpose. Defining a literary work is a difficult task, however, as the term

may encompass genres ranging from a travelogue to a novel. Yet by making a distinction

between a "truthful" or documentary work such as a travel memoir, and the "avowedly artistic"

text of a novel or play, the influence of the latter remains overshadowed. 2 As Gerard Genette

has observed, all literary works are "hypertexts", solidly grounded in the cultural repertoire

and mores of their times. 3 Shakespeare's plays are thus replete with overtones of England's

travels and geopolitical imaginings, and represent a fruitful source for analysis. Most would

agree that these may be plumbed for overt political context, and that they have served as a
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vehicle for British cultural diplomacy. The argument here goes further to contend that certain

literary works, in this instance a travelogue and a novel, when adapted to political ends, have

played a historically-significant role in the culture of international relations. As their

adaptations served to codify national identities, they became embedded in cultural

repertoires, evolving less as a text than a script over time.

Analysis of the adaptation of literary texts to political ends involves addressing critical

questions regarding the identity of the adaptors, their objectives, and their techniques of

representation. To explain why certain works have engendered multiple adaptations, literary

theorist Linda Hutcheon identifies key elements that they share, particularly "recognition",

"fecundity" and "longevity". Additionally, she stresses that works are often adapted due to

their ability to sustain debate. Adaptation proceeds based on multiple and evolving

influences, including those of a political or cultural nature, and may serve social or ideological

needs.' To illustrate this, Hutcheon traces the story of Carmen, which has spawned multiple

"translations" from novella to theatre, opera, dance and film, in both Europe and America.

When one considers that Prosper Mêrimee wrote his novella based on an anecdote from his

earlier travel memoir (Letters from Spain, 1831-1833), and that it has been re-staged across

two centuries, one is struck by the significant international reach, both spatial and temporal,

of Merimêe's—and others'—characterization of the gitane. Although not ostensibly a political

work, Carmen served a politics of exclusion related to gender and to "ethnographic ends", by

highlighting the place of the gitane in the European community. 5 The story also fulfilled the

novelistic role of "animating" distant cultures. 6 Through its representation of the unfamiliar, it

has persisted as an authoritative referent in cultural practice, reframed in both print and

audiovisual form. As an influential vehicle for assigning cultural identity, Carmen was not

alone in its appeal to the stay-at-home traveler. Nor was its parent travelogue unique in its

demarcation of the boundaries of a "civilized" Europe.

1.1 Knowledge in Transit: Travel Writing, the Politics of Inclusion, and Russia

From the thirteenth century onward, when reliable information about distant cultures

was difficult to procure, European travelogues gained considerable importance. Often

serving as diplomatic reconnaissance, they provided evidential testimony regarding which

cultural groups might be termed civilized, relative to the "enlightened" European. Although

popular travel works clearly informed contemporary fiction, they were often accorded a

documentary status to distinguish them from fictional works. But as Irina Grudzinska Gross
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has observed, travel accounts are as much a product of authors traveling through books as a

report of an actual journey.' The same may be said of novels and plays. Whether in the form

of fiction or reportage, contemporary events remain inextricably enmeshed in their political

and cultural nexus, a fact that historians have demonstrated to a remarkable degree.

Building on the seminal work of Edward Said, scholars have focused on European

literary texts representing non-Western cultures. Studies have shown that as travel memoirs

and fiction move through cultures or trans-nationally, similar to Carmen above, they became

embedded as a way of "knowing" the other, often as part of a collection of writings on a

specific region. While Said concentrated on an imperial literary corpus that characterized the

Orient, scholars such as Michael Adas subsequently extended his geographic field. Adas

explored European attitudes toward Africa and Asia, emphasizing the influence of late

medieval travel accounts on the actions of eighteenth and nineteenth-century explorers and

colonial administrators. 8 Mary-Louise Pratt assessed both the European and indigenous

impact of travel texts concerning Africa and South America, and more recently, James

Duncan and Derek Gregory assembled a volume which examines European travel memoirs

about cultures ranging from Egypt to Tibet. 9 Each of the above authors has emphasized the

role of travel writing in imperial relations. Although early scholarship tended to describe

cultural transfer as a monolithic, one-way process, Pratt and post-colonial historians contend

that imperial encounters inevitably led to reciprocal exchange. Stressing this point, scholarly

consensus describes travel writing as "auto-ethnographic", revealing the writer's cultural

imaginings of self in the mirror of the 'other'. 1°

Yet Early Modern and Modern travelogues and fiction also evaluated the status of

Europeans, assigning particular groups or regions an identity on a grid that ranged from

savage to civilized. Groups such as the Irish, the peasantry, and the inhabitants of non-

Christian European "borderlands" became the subjects of such scrutiny. Brian Dolan has

usefully explored the notion of national "character" stemming from the early portrayals of such

groups." Regarding the judgment by West Europeans towards Eastern Europe and the

Balkans, Larry Wolff and Maria Todorova argued that influential travelogues made the case

for exclusion of these regions from a common European community. 12 Here attitudes

concerning itinerant populations, such as that of the gitan, were clearly at play.

Opinions concerning the inclusion of Russia in a European community also generated

controversy. Due to the country's relative inaccessibility and the size and complexity of its

empire, travel memoirs concerning Russia have played a significant role in this debate. As

field reports, many demonstrated the influence of Hapsburg ambassador Sigismund von
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Herberstein's work, which was translated into several European languages. Marshall Poe

has traced the substantive legacy of Herberstein's Notes on Muscovite Affairs (1545),

documenting its role as an "interpretive lens" on perceptions of Russia as a despotic power,

and its impact on "continuity theories" of Russian history. 13 The discussion of Russian

despotism, however, was often underlain by a more threatening topic: that of a possible

Russian invasion of Europe, in the manner of steppe invaders from centuries past, including

Scythians, Huns and Mongols. Iver Neumann has pointed to this fear as a fundamental

component of writing about Russia from the sixteenth century onward, noting the enduring

image of "Russians as nomadic barbarians, always on the move, pegging their tents on the

outskirts of Europe", and the influence of this on European security concerns. 14

While both Poe and Neumann assessed the debate with respect to Russia's place in

Europe, Wolff and Todorova examined Russia's place within the context of Central and East

European nations. Along with Neumann, they stressed the travelogue's role in shaping

"knowledge" and hence foreign policy in both European and international relations. Their

work points to the carry-over of key eighteenth and nineteenth-century texts in the changing

Great Power landscape after World War Two. The use of such texts even by America

highlights the significance of the United States assuming the role as world security provider,

taking on a "civilizing mantle" formerly embraced by Europe. Wolff, for example, described

how a nineteenth-century French travelogue about Russia was endorsed by American

diplomats during the Cold War. 15 As Friedrich Kratochwil argues, when existing texts are

adopted or adapted to contemporary political issues, they function as "confirmatory history." 16

Despite de-contextualization, they may be used to re-affirm and to codify regional and

national identities. Eckart Conze has called for the analysis of such embedded social

constructs, noting that they remain an unacknowledged yet critical element of international

relations. 17

With this idea in mind, as well as a recent challenge by historian Peter Burke to

identify specific groups and circumstances involved in the narrative construction of identities,

an analysis of European writing about Russia yields rewarding insights." Most recent

scholarship focuses on travel accounts of Russia from the Early Modern period, but in-depth,

diachronic studies spanning the Modern era remain rare. In a bid to probe more deeply the

debate regarding Russian identity, this study traces the political life of two highly influential

nineteenth-century French works about Russia, each of which continues to resonate today at

the level of state culture. One of these is the travel account noted by Wolff above, entitled

Lettres de Russie (1843) by Astolphe de Custine, and the other is a novel deeply informed by
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travel literature. This is Jules Verne's Michel Strogoff (1876), a work that was adapted for a
theatrical production beginning in 1880. The goal here is to assess the adaptations of both

works, and their subsequent influence on attitudes concerning Russia's place in international

relations. The discussion begins by examining political influences on the original texts, and

then identifies geopolitical circumstances engendering their adaptation. It also outlines the

proponents, the techniques of adaptation, the reception, and the long-term impact of each in

geopolitical culture.

The texts chosen for this study highlight the perennial image of Russia as a potential

Tartar invader of Europe, in the manner described by Iver Neumann as a "barbarian at the

gate." 19 The first work, Custine's Lettres de Russie, was a highly influential travelogue that

shaped both European and American perceptions of Russia as an aggressive Tartar nation. 2°

This memoir paints a searing indictment of Russia, harshly condemning its "state religion"

(the Russian Orthodox Church), its despotic tsars, and its avidity for conquest. As a classic

hypertext, Lettres de Russie contains both personal observations about Russia and

commentary culled from contemporary books and periodicals, which Custine consulted

before, during, and after his journey, as he allowed almost four years to write his memoir.

The thrust of this work was to focus "distracted" European eyes on an imminent Russian

threat. Custine warned that Russia's despotic government and the "willing" servitude of its

people heralded an invasion of Europe, in the manner of a Tartar horde. 21 Lettres de Russie

elicited wide reaction across Europe from 1843 to 1855, particularly in light of suspicions

regarding the actions of Tsar Nicolas I during the 1848 revolutions, but then retreated from

prominence after Russia's defeat in the Crimean War. Almost a century later, however, the

work was revived and adapted, first in France and then within American diplomatic circles. It

became a powerful cipher, serving as a fundamental text of United States Cold War foreign

policy to portray Russia as the "Tartar at the gates" of the civilized world.

The second work is an adventure novel, which, like Merimee's Carmen, was built on

travelogue sources. Jules Verne's Michel Strogoff, although little-known outside of Europe,

presents an influential counter-image of Russia, that of a powerful, "Europeanized" nation

defeating a Tartar rebellion within its empire. The novel is also a travel story, tracing its

hero's epic journey across Russia to help defeat the Tartar revolt. In France, the enormous

popularity of Michel Strogoff reflected compelling geopolitical concerns, as the nation sought

a military alliance to counter a continued Prussian threat after its defeat in the Franco-

Prussian War of 1870-1871. Between 1880 and 1900, a theatrical adaptation of Strogoff

served to rehabilitate images of Russia portrayed in works such as that by Custine, lending
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support to the idea of a Franco-Russian Alliance. Verne's story, like Custine's travel memoir,

represents a palimpsest of extant and contemporary travel accounts, as well as periodical

articles and other literary works. 22 Unlike Lettres de Russie, however, Michel Strogoff did not

retreat from the public eye for long periods of time. It remained steadily popular in France, in

book, theatrical and film adaptations, well into the twentieth century.

These works are excellent examples of inter-textuality, each demonstrating the

political currents and preoccupations of its day. Taken together, they offer a unique source

base for assessing a range of nineteenth-century French views about Russia, rooted in both

aristocratic and popular culture. Together, they also clearly illustrate the oppositional

constructs of a "bad" and "good" Russia. Each replied to the perennial European questions

concerning Russian identity: whether the nation had emerged from a thirteenth-century

"Mongol yoke", and whether it could rightfully be considered a civilized and legitimate great

power. The works served to determine whether, as Oksana Bulgakowa has usefully noted,

Russians should be characterized as "first a Slav, then a Tartar."23 Although both were

translated into other languages, the discussion here concerns their adaptation and reception

in France and the United States. It demonstrates how each became politicized as a text for

"knowing" Russia, by tracking its enduring connection with diplomacy through space and

time. Evidence for the entrenchment of the works in cultural repertoires may be found in two

recent film productions: in 2003, Astolphe de Custine appeared as a central character in

Alexander Sokurov's film The Russian Ark, while Michel Strogoff was recast as an animated

film that same year. With their conflicting views of Russian identity informed by a Tartar past,

the political adaptations of these two works offer "ur" examples of how such identities, once

assigned, continue to be reinforced.

1.2 Of Tartars and Tartary: Russia in European Historiography

To understand how images of the Tartar informed European relations with Russia,

one must begin with the Enlightenment model of "progress", a measure for assessing the

development of "uncivilized" regions. This yardstick was frequently applied to Russia in the

aftermath of seventeenth-century reforms initiated by Peter the Great. 24 Yet Russia's empire

confounded European certainties. A paradigmatic characterization of Russia as steppe

barbarian versus enlightened European centered on the cartographic division between Asiatic

and European Russia, and had at its core the question whether Russians exhibited "Asiatic"

characteristics, specifically those of "Oriental despotism" and a purported "Tartar" nature.
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Tartar, however, is a kaleidoscopic word, one that could signify multiple meanings: Mongol

overlord, barbarian custom, pagan ritual, zealous Muslim, and/or aggressive invader.

Significantly, the difference between the former descriptors and the last might be expressed

as that between "at home" and "on the move", particularly applicable to European fears

concerning Russia. The latter related to the thirteenth-century Mongol (Tartar) incursions led

by Genghis and Batu Khan into Russia, which many Europeans believed had imbued

Russian national character. This, they insisted, resulted in Russia's propensity to act as

despotic overlord and aggressive conqueror.

During the time of the Mongol incursions, the appellate of Tartar replaced that of

Mongol, as illustrated by the words of friar John of Plano Carpini in his diplomatic travel

report: "The Mongols who are by us called the Tartars."25 Prior to the thirteenth century,

Europeans had referred to Central Asians as Turks. One of the Turkic chiefs was named

Tatar-khan, and his people, the Tatars, were incorporated into Genghis Khan's army. 26

Between 1211 and 1241, as Genghis Khan conquered parts of China, Bokhara, Persia and

Iraq, and his grandson Batu Khan attacked Kievan Russia, Poland and Hungary, the word

Tatar became twinned with that of Tartarus, a term from Greek mythology signifying the

lowest level of Hades. Scholars credit Louis IX of France for linking the two words, attributing

to him the following citation: "If the Tatars come, we will chase them into Tartarus." 27 Tartar

also became synonymous with Scythian, serving as a "semantic cipher" for Gog and Magog,

an abjuration that could apply equally to both Huns and Soviets. 28 The importance of this

Tartar motif has been probed by Larry Wolff, who argued that eighteenth-century European

"mental mapping" created persistent images: "The most overwhelming vector of influence

upon Russia, viewed unequivocally as a force of barbarism, was that of Tartary and the

Tartars."29 Iver Neumann emphasized the characterization of Tartars as avid conquerors,

resulting in an image of Russians as "nomadic invaders...looming like an incubus" at

Europe's frontiers. 39

Throughout European history, nomadic invaders challenged the precepts of

civilization, or settled city life. A powerful antecedent for invasions emanating from the

Central Asian steppes is found in Greek tales known as the Alexander Romance, which

claimed that Alexander the Great had barricaded "uncivilized" northern peoples behind

immense copper gates in the Caucasus region. The Bible identified these groups as the

descendants of Gog and Magog, the enemies of Christendom, and prophesied that they

would one day emerge as Satan's apocalyptic horsemen, to devastate the Christian world. 31

Scythian incursions into Asia Minor and the Black Sea region during the first century B.C.,
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followed by the Hun invasions of Europe from 350 and 600 A.D., appeared to confirm the

Biblical prediction of the flagellum dei, or "scourge of God". 32 In the thirteenth century,

Mongol forces under Genghis and Batu Khan were but a new group emerging from the

Central Asian steppes to affirm ancient prophecy. Soon, "Tartars" could be found from the

Black Sea to the Himalayas, and Tartary (or hell) loomed along the Eastern border of Europe.

Fearful of further Tartar depredations, Pope Innocent IV convened a council in Lyons,

France in 1245, calling for barricades to be erected across Europe to counter possible

attacks. 33 A year earlier, John of Plano Carpini had been sent as a papal emissary to treat

with the Mongol Khan, calling on him to convert to Christianity and to fight with Catholic

forces against Muslim domination of the Holy Land. This embassy proved unsuccessful, but

it did produce information on Tartar tactics of war. 34 Although further invasions of Europe

were stemmed by dynastic struggles among Mongol leaders, the Mongol "sack" of Baghdad

in 1258 sparked widespread concern. By now a complex conflation of identities,

incorporating Mongol, Tatar, and Muslim, had melded with earlier European fears of the Far

East. 35 Descendants of the conscripted Tatars had settled around the Black and Caspian

Seas, and intermarried with Ottoman Turks, blending their "Oriental" identity with that of

Islam. A century later, Tamerlane, a powerful Crimean Muslim Khan descended from the

Mongols, launched further campaigns that appeared to threaten Europe. 36 Fears re-emerged

when Crimean Tatar groups attacked Poland in 1506 and 1589. Reflecting European

anxiety, sixteenth-century maps portrayed images of nomadic Tartars, their tents looming

large over the landscape, in clusters extending from the Pacific Ocean to the Black Sea. 37

How did views of the Tartar evolve in France, where historic memory had been deeply

marked by the Hun campaigns? 38 Patently, fear remained a staple leitmotif. In 1765, the

chevalier de Jaucourt assessed a possible residual threat in Diderot's and d'Alembert's

Encyclopêdie, listing the number of cavalry available to Tartar tribes. The chevalier declared:

...the immense range of countries conquered by the Tartars both
astonishes and confounds our imagination. It is humiliating to human
nature that such barbarian peoples have subjugated almost the
entire hemisphere, up to the Atlas Mountains. This villainous people
dominates the universe, and is both the founder and destroyer of
empires. 39

However, concluded de Jaucourt, Russia's "strong and civilized" empire could be relied on to

contain any further Tartar threat. Yet despite this Enlightenment portrayal of a Europeanized

Russia, fears of a Russian invasion of Europe continued to be invoked, most notably by
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Napoleon, who played on these to justify his military campaigns. As late as 1817, Napoleon

wrote that the Russians were determined to "conquer the universe." 40 This image persisted

throughout the nineteenth century, as illustrated by speakers in France's Chambre des

EMputbs who characterized Russian atrocities in the 1830 Polish uprising as the evocation of

Tamerlane and Genghis Khan. 41 Tellingly, Tsar Nicolas I also earned the title of "Attila of

Poland" because of this repression. 42 Later in the century, French philosopher Ernest Renan

warned darkly of a continued Russian threat: "the Slav, like the dragon of the

Apocalypse...will bring along with him the Central Asian hordes, former clients of Genghis

Khan and Tamerlane."43

It was in this context of Enlightenment versus barbarism, and European versus Tartar,

that Astolphe de Custine and Jules Verne first penned their images of Russia. Among

nineteenth-century French travel texts, their works represent two very different periods, as

France's government shifted from a limited constitutional monarchy under King Louis Philippe

between 1830 and 1848, to the Third Republic beginning in 1872. The content and style of

the two works are as dissimilar as their authors' social stature and political era. Custine

chronicled his personal encounter with Russia in the form of a first-person travel account,

composed in the aristocratic, epistolary fashion popular in contemporary literary and political

circles. Verne, meanwhile, employed a narrative third-person voice to write an adventure

novel, originally aimed at an adolescent reading public. Each work, however, generated a

political adaptation that would guarantee it an iconic status and an exceptionally long life.

2. ASTOLPHE DE CUSTINE: LETTRES DE RUSSIE

In a passage widely-cited by defenders of Lettres de Russie, Custine declared "I went

to Russia to find arguments against representative government, [yet] I return a partisan of

constitutions." He revealed "the mission...that fate had conferred upon me....my duty to

reveal facts both useful and grave" about Russia." The monarchist had returned as a

converted republican to reveal "le mirage russe" to France, that of a Russia pretending to be

civilized and progressive, in opposition to the predictions of Enlightenment philosophers

Voltaire and Diderot. 45 Very little in Russia appealed to Custine, beyond the tsar and several

colorful characters he met during his journey. Quite simply, Russia represented the

conflation of all that was negative. Russians were despotic and deceitful (Oriental), scheming

(Byzantine), fanatical (Muslim), barbarian and cruel (Mongol), aggressive (Tartar), and, above

all, non-Catholic (Russian Orthodox). Custine's dire predictions depicted a nation of pent-up
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Tartars who would be unleashed to chastise Europe, yet his portrayal owed as much to the

Tartar in the religious, as in the political, sense.

To understand how such themes in Custine's Lettres de Russie contributed to its

subsequent political adaptation, it is important to explore the context within which he

composed his work. After serving briefly at the Congress of Vienna as an aide to Charles-

Maurice de Talleyrand, Custine retired into private life." Although his father and grandfather

had been guillotined during the Terror, enough of the family fortune remained to allow him to

move among upper-class circles in Paris. 47 As an aspiring writer, Custine hosted glittering

social gatherings for the elite of Paris's literary salons. But personal scandal, along with

lackluster literary talent, barred him from the royal circle and from the Academie frangaise. 48

In 1839, he decided to travel to Russia. Although his early novels had received tepid reviews,

his travelogue on Spain met with some success," and he hoped to replicate this with a

similar work about Russia. Four years previously, Alexis de Tocqueville had published his

acclaimed De la democratic en Amerique, and some have suggested that Custine aimed to

write an equally influential book on Russia. 5°

Custine's ostensible goal was to seek the pardon of Tsar Nicholas I for a young Pole,

Ignace Gurowski. Gurowski, who lived under Custine's protection, had participated in the

Polish uprising against Russia in 1830, and was among many expellees residing in Paris.

Custine was invited to attend the wedding of the tsar's daughter, and planned to address

Nicholas I directly regarding Gurowski's plight. Yet like many in France, he remained

incensed by the repression of Catholic Poland. Thus prior to his journey, he had reason to be

critical of Russia, despite his avowed loyalty to aristocracy and monarchical rule. In the

course of a four-month journey, Custine spent just under three months in Russia, visiting St.

Petersburg, Moscow and Nijni-Novgorod, site of the famous annual fair. He moved easily

among the tsar's courtiers who spoke French, but required a translator for other contacts. 51 A

Russian handler, known as a feldjäger, accompanied him for the duration of his voyage.

Custine suspected that this companion was a spy, but this did not prevent him from making

an intense study of Russia, keeping written observations which he later claimed to have

hidden from authorities. Upon returning to France, he spent three years composing Lettres

de Russie, a four-volume work published in 1843. Custine's "letters" elicited strong reaction

throughout Europe, and provoked the wrath of Tsar Nicolas I, who promptly commanded

refutations. 52

Apart from a somewhat favorable description of the tsar, noting his "magnetic"

personality and his features reminiscent of "Apollo and Jupiter", Custine's comments on
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Russia were unremittingly negative. Sixteen hundred pages of text expressed his disdain

and hostility toward the Russian climate, Russian architecture, Russian government, Russian

women, and the servility of the Russian people. Custine's hostility rested on two historical

influences that are often cited to explain Russia's "delinquent" development on the

international stage: that of the Orient, and that of Byzantium. An "Oriental" influence

stemmed from the thirteenth-century Mongol invasions into Russia, the presence of Islamic

territories within its empire, and the nation's proximity to China. A second historical current

emanated from Byzantium, which during the tenth century had converted Russia to the

Orthodox faith. Custine railed against both. "Between France and Russia there is a Chinese

wall: the Slavic language and character," he declared; "Despite the pretensions inspired

among Russians by Peter the Great, Siberia begins on the Vistula." Playing on messianic

visions of a "Third Rome", he explained that St. Petersburg was "the new Byzantium

...[which] in the secret and profound thought of the Russians, is [to be] the future capital of

Russia and the world." 53 These are some of the many passages in Custine's work where

hyperbole confounds fact, resulting in declamations that were, as one of his most influential

proponents later acknowledged, "dreadfully and almost shamefully inaccurate." 54

Lettres de Russie enjoyed wide circulation in Europe, not least due to its dramatic

pronouncements on the Russian people. 55 Custine emphasized two flaws in Russia's

national character: that of backwardness and that of immorality, each imprinted by the

influences noted above. "The Slays are blond Arabs," opined Custine, or "Chinese

disguised," hiding their "primitive character under the de-figuring political mask they have

worn for centuries." Marked by "traditions of calculation and fraud" and "Mongolian avidity,"

Russians revealed their "duplicity" even in "amorous transactions". Peasant women were

"young savages, doubly corrupt... [who] sometimes don't respect [even the] elementary rules

of prostitution." Custine also recounted a story concerning nuns who had kept a lover hidden

in their convent; fearful for their reputation when he fell ill, they murdered him and threw his

dismembered body parts into a well. This, he assured his readers, had been revealed to him

by a reliable source. In Custine's estimation, all Russians lacked mature character. He

dismissed them as imitative "monkeys", "children", "slaves", or alternatively, "machines,

encumbered by a soul." Their intellectual capacity merited equal scorn: "Dust and smoke,

chaos and nothingness, this is all that can come out of their inconsistent brains." 56 All the

tropes attributed to Russia's separation from Europe by the "Mongol yoke" resonate here, in

addition to the tropes of deceitful Oriental conduct, biddable servitude, and irreligious

practice, each rooted in Byzantine culture.
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Frequent denunciations of tsarist despotism also permeated Custine's writing, as

illustrated in stories of violence, horror or fear. As one historian later observed, it seemed

that Custine "had gone to Russia to feel afraid." 57 He recounted tales of cruelty under Ivan

the Terrible, citing the Russian historian Karamzin, 58 and devoted long passages to the

banishment of Russian prisoners to Siberia, including prince Trubetskoi, a leader of the failed

Decembrist rebellion against Nicolas 1 in 1825. Of the Kremlin, Custine described his

shudder upon viewing the "satanic" monument to "armed terror", terming it a "a dwelling

suited to the characters from the Apocalypse." He imagined that he saw Ivan the Terrible

there, "[who], with the help of his sister and friend Elizabeth of England, was attempting to

drown Napoleon in a sea of blood." 58

Custine's most inflammatory passages concerned his premonitions of Russian

aggression towards Europe. Here Russia is portrayed as the full-fledged Tartar invader,

urged on by a conflation of Oriental avidity and Byzantine cunning. Custine's claims

demonstrate the influence of his acquaintance with Polish refugees in Paris, including Adam

Mickiewitz, professor of Slavic language and literature at the College de France. 6° Mickiewitz,

on behalf of victims of Russian imperialism, declared that Russia's tsars had inherited the

character of the nation's former conqueror, Genghis Khan. 61 Hiding behind "the deceitful and

furtive regard of Asiatics," Custine warned, the Russian people shared "the profoundly

calculating ambition of the tsars, conquerors of the world to come, who know well that before

[they can] subjugate us they will have to imitate us." He insisted that Tsar Nicolas I, like Batu

Khan and Tamerlane, was worshipped by his Russian subjects, and accused him of wanting

more: "You wish to govern the globe... by conquest... and [to] oppress the rest of the world by

terror. The extension of power that you dream of... is not moral." Even before arriving in St.

Petersburg, Custine had assigned a Tartar identity to Russia, characterizing the nation as a

"monstrous composite of the minutiae of Byzantium and the ferocity of the horde."62 During

his journey, imaginary visions evoked the thirteenth-century Mongol incursions through

Russia: "I see the massacre, the Volga is rolling with blood; from the depths of Asia the

Kalmucks come to drink [it], and then to spill more." 63

Although predictions concerning Russian aggression were scarcely new, Custine's

talent seems to have been the ability to breathe new life into them through particularly

compelling writing. Yet his accusations reflected political commentary about Russia

circulating in Europe since at least the eighteenth century. Custine noted Montesquieu's

theory of climate and government, explaining that in Russia "moderation is unknown,

[because] nature doesn't want it; the excess of cold like that of heat pushes men to
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extremes. )164 He cited Rousseau also, whose characterization of Russians as "enrolled and

drilled Tartars, nothing more," appears three times in Lettres de Russie. Rousseau had

warned that Russia would assume a Tartar nature: "the Russian empire would like to

subjugate Europe, and will find itself subjugated. The Tartars, its subjects and neighbors, will

become its masters—and ours", a theme which resonates throughout Custine's text. 65

Custine acknowledged a number of nineteenth-century travel sources in his Lettres,

including works by Philippe de Segur, M.J.H. Schnitzler, and Pierre-Charles Levesque. 66

Scholars have pointed to additional sources, among them texts by Charles-Louis Lesur and

Charles Masson, who along with the above focused on the Russian threat. 67 Custine's

phrasing frequently evokes these antecedents. Thus, Segur's warning that Russia was a

"vast camp sitting on the frontier of Europe" is suggested in Custine's prophecy: "I see the

future of Europe in black,...[Russia] is destined to chastise...Europe through a new invasion;

the eternal tyranny of the Orient threatens us incessantly." 68 Historian Charles Corbet has

noted the influence on Custine of Napoleon's Bulletins de la grande armôe from the 1812

campaign. "Those hordes of savages...the Russians are the children of the Tartars",

Napoleon declared; "This power is marching to conquer the universe." 69 The abbe de Pradt,

Napoleon's confessor, also warned that "From Peter the Great to the present, Russian policy

never ceased being desirous of conquest...the same thought, that of methodic expansion." 79

The above demonstrates the importance of context and inter-textuality when

considering Custine's book. The reader is in fact reading the words of Rousseau et al,

distilled in the colorful prose of a travel memoir. 71 As a classic palimpsest, Lettres de Russie

serves as a primer for negative stereotypes of Russia among European texts. This reinforces

the larger contention of this study, that literary works may be adapted to political purpose.

Custine's intent was to expose the weakness of the Russian Orthodox Church in its

subjection to a despotic tsar, and also to call for a French alliance with Germany, rather than

one with Russia. His raison d'être was above all religious, in his bid to re-unite European

nations under the banner of the Roman Catholic Church. These intentions have rarely been

acknowledged in subsequent adaptations of his work.

Lettres de Russie was published in three French editions between 1843 and 1846,

and also translated for contemporary publications, notably the English Longman edition of

1843. 72 The latter prudently omitted Custine's virulent observations on matters pertaining to

Britain. During the Crimean War, slightly abridged versions of the work appeared in France

and England to portray Russia as a perennial aggressor." Lettres de Russie then lay

dormant for almost a century, although referred to occasionally in periodical writing. 74
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Traditional French grievances against Russia were overshadowed by France's humiliating

1871 defeat in the Franco-Prussian War, and during the period leading up to the Franco-

Russian Alliance of 1893. Not until the Cold War did Custine's Lettres re-emerge in France to
profile Russia as an aggressor nation, in the form of a highly-abridged 1946 adaptation

prepared by Henri Massis. 75 This proved to be a fateful publication, whose most receptive

audience was in the United States. And it is to America that the story now turns.

2.1 Custine in America: "Memo for Mr. Stalin"

Peter I and Catherine II have given to the world a great and useful lesson
for which Russia has paid the price. They have shown that despotism is
never so much to be feared as when it claims to be doing good, for then it
considers that its intentions can excuse its most revolting acts.

The Marquis de Custine, in La Russie en 1839 76

With this passage in Harper's Magazine in 1948, Custine's star began its rise in the

United States. Decades earlier, in 1854, Hunt's Merchant Magazine and Commercial Review

had reviewed a Crimean War edition of Lettres de Russie, stating that: "It is in our judgment

the best work on Russia that has ever been published." 77 Powerful Cold War proponents

would echo these words, resurrecting and adopting Custine's work to label it "the best guide

to Russia ever written." 78 These proponents included George F. Kennan, America's

ambassador in Moscow in 1951 and progenitor of U.S. "containment" doctrine; Lieutenant-

General Walter Beddell Smith, former Chief of Staff under General Eisenhower in Europe and

Director of the C.I.A.; and Foy Kohler, diplomat to the Soviet Union from 1947 to 1949, and

Director of the Voice of America. 79 In 1951, Phyllis Penn Kohler, the wife of Foy Kohler,

published a heavily abridged and translated edition of Custine's Lettres, entitled Journey for

Our Time: the Journals of the Marquis de Custine. 8°

The significance of the Kohler edition is clearly related both to its timing and content.

It appeared during the second year of the Korean War, on the heels of the pivotal National

Security Council report known as NSC-68, 81 and as the House Un-American Activities

Committee was resuming hearings and the Rosenberg trial was proceeding to conclusion.

On March 5 th , 1951, Life Magazine featured both the Rosenberg trial and substantial excerpts

from the Kohler book, along with a full-page color advertisement encouraging enlistment in

the American forces, placed amidst the passages taken from Custine. 82 The leitmotif of

Russia as aggressive Tartar invader, reinforced by that of Joseph Stalin as the quintessential
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Tartar, quickly became a Cold War staple. At D-Day commemoration ceremonies in Europe

on June 6, 1951, President Eisenhower borrowed age-old vocabulary when warning against

the "hordes of tyranny", a warning that would find structured expression in the 1954 Doolittle

Report, wherein the Soviet Union was described as an "implacable enemy whose avowed

objective is world domination." 83 Testifying to the identification of Russia with its Tartar past is

the comment by Winston Churchill regarding Stalin's death in 1953: "The Great Khan died." 84

Kohler's text is a startling re-write of Lettres de Russie. Despite her avowed

"missionary zeal" to bring his work to public notice, Custine's religious concerns play a minor

role in her edition, while Russian despotism and aggression take center stage. 85 On behalf of

America's diplomatic circle, Kohler defended Custine's text as a definitive prophecy of

Stalinist Russia, affirming that its translation could offer vital insights to "explain" the Soviet

Union to contemporary readers. Translation, however, appears to have received rather less

attention than adaptation. To adapt Custine's Lettres for the "general interest" of the English-

speaking public, Kohler omitted seventy-eight percent of the text upon which she "based" her

translation, an 1846 French edition loaned to her by Admiral Leslie C. Stevens. 86 Close

examination of this 1846 edition, however, reveals that Kohler drew much more heavily on

Henri Massis's 1946 adaptation than on the former. 87 Massis, like Custine, believed that

Catholicism was the only doctrine capable of uniting Europe. His introduction to the 1946

French edition also cites nineteenth-century author Emile Montêgut, who along with Custine

believed that Europe's "false [liberal] doctrines" had made it vulnerable to a Russian threat:

Attila...the unknown Tamerlane...These names are perfectly appropriate
here, for it is a matter of nothing less, this time, than the conquest of the civilized
world...one half of humanity which proposes to throw itself on the other...a
materialist Islam, this is the new form that democracy has assumed. 88

One assumes that in the context of the 1946 edition, "materialist Islam" refers to Soviet

Communism. Massis's earlier warnings against "Asiatic visions" of "universal monarchy"

were thus twinned with religious convictions. These convictions are also evident in a 1956

adaptation of Custine's work published in Monaco, whose central message was that Europe

must unite under the banner of Roman Catholicism to defeat Russia's "one instinct, one wish:

[that of] devouring Europe." 89

Massis edited Custine's text to place his most apocalyptic pronouncements on

Russian despotism and ambition at the end of each "letter", a technique also employed by

Kohler, who ended twenty-two of her "chapters" [sic] with the same sentences as Massis.
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These include the observation that Russians were "kneeling to invisible gods", devoted both

to their tsar and to conquest. And, as Custine had warned: "the secret of their cunning lies in

their access to the [transparent] foreign policy of other nations." For Massis and Kohler, only

a coalition of like-minded opponents alert to this fact could preserve civilization. Failing such

opposition, the ambition of Russia's "slave machines" must "presage an empire over the

world." 90 With the exception of two paragraphs, Kohler also borrowed in toto the final pages

of Massis's edition, which were chosen from Custine's Résumé du voyage to emphasize an

imminent Russian threat. In the 1846 edition, however, Custine's résumé is three times as

long as that found in Massis and Kohler, and contains much deliberation on religious matters,

as well as pronouncements which contradict some of his earlier text. 91

Kohler's adaptation does include several passages not found in the Massis edition,

among them the statement that although Russians were "supremely adroit", they "usually lack

machinery suitable for the end they wish to achieve", a clear allusion to American industrial

supremacy. Yet Kohler went further than Massis, by substituting her own "chapter titles" for

Custine's introductory summaries of individual letters. 92 Some of these titles were crafted

with Custine's words taken out of context, and others from her own. Selected titles

emphasize tropes of Byzantine political maneuvering and Tartar aggression, particularly

applicable to Cold War suspicions. These titles include: "A Permanent Conspiracy of Smiles",

"A Nightmare of Things to Come", "They Mean to Seize by Armed Force the Countries

Accessible to Them; and Thence to Oppress the Rest of the World by Terror", and "Asia

Stomped the Earth and Out of It Came the Kremlin!" 93 Such descriptors bear a remarkable

resemblance to a thirteenth-century English description of the Tartars: "They...persist in their

purpose of subduing the whole world under their own subjection....They delude all people

and princes of regions in times of peace." 94

Kohler's techniques of adaptation highlight Gerard Genette's description of "trans-

textual relationships", notably those of inter-textuality, or the production of texts that quote,

copy or allude to an original, and those of para-text, the creation of "secondary signals,

whether allographic or autographic." 95 Para-text is embodied in Kohler's chapter titles, and as

will be seen below, in illustrations chosen to accompany the Life Magazine article about her

book. Genette also noted that "forms of reduction" are critical to inter-textual adaptation,

specifically the use of "expurgation" or "reduction with a moralizing or edifiying function."

Again, Kohler's text provides an excellent example of this, in her adaptation of Custine's

original work to political ends.
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Equally critical to Kohler's techniques of adaptation are the omissions in Journey for

Our Time. These are telling. Following the lead of Massis, Kohler left out any material that

she termed "without present-day consequence", much of which establishes the context for

Custine's critique of Russia. 96 Unlike Massis, however, she did not include Custine's

summary statement concerning Russians, a classic example of "diplomatic ethnography": 97

Without the Middle Ages, without memories from the past, without Catholicism,
without a history of chivalry, without respect for their word, still Greeks from the
Low Empire, polished by convention like the Chinese, gross or at least indelicate
like the Kalmucks, dirty like the Lapps, beautiful as angels, ignorant as
savages (I exclude the women and some diplomats), astute like the Jews,
intriguers like slaves, mild and grave in their manners like Orientals, cruel in
their sentiments like Barbarians."

Regarding religion, Kohler's adaptation (and all editions since) omitted the vast

majority of Custine's commentary. As a devout Roman Catholic, Custine was particularly

influenced by works such as "Persecutions and Sufferings of the Catholic Church in Russia",

which he read while preparing his memoir. 99 In the twenty-three page avant-propos to Lettres

de Russie, Custine devoted fifteen pages to religion, denouncing the "schismatic" and

subjugated Russian Orthodox Church. Of this, Kohler retained just over ten percent. Her text

also appears to manipulate Custine's warning about Russia imposing the Orthodox faith on

its conquered territories. When discussing Russia's plan for world domination, "The plan that

I reveal to you...," Custine was referring to religion, a subject which occupied the next four

pages of his text, as summarized by this passage: "Rome and all of Catholicism has no

greater, no more dangerous enemy than the Emperor of Russia."'" Kohler omitted these

four pages, likely to highlight a more contemporary threat, that of the "red peril".

Custine also believed that religious dissension had left Europe vulnerable to invasion,

and as a result, the defense of a "chivalrous" Poland and virulent criticism of an "aggressive"

Orthodox faith permeated his observations on Russia. 101 While he found Protestantism

equally heretical, he claimed that an alliance with Germany might encourage it to re-embrace

Catholicism, in addition to bolstering France's strength against its traditional enemy, England:

Where in Europe do needs agree?...in France and in Germany...
War will break out between Protestantism and the Catholic Church;
and the banner borne by France in this colossal struggle will determine
the fate of the world.'"
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Kohler edited Custine's views regarding the alliance, as well as his dismissive comments

regarding the political compromise of limited constitutional monarchy in France. Clearly,

these would weaken the credibility of her book. Her edition, along with all other English

editions of Custine, including the 1843 British Longman edition reprised for the American

editions of 1989 and 2002, also omitted the following singular passage illustrating Custine's

contempt for democracy (emphasis added):

Despotism is born of universal equality, as well as autocracv....Absolute 
democracy is a brutal force, a sort of political whirlwind more deaf and
blind, more imperturbable than the hauteur of any prince"
No aristocrat can submit without repugnance to seeing despotism 
imposed on the people;  however,  this is what happens in pure democracies
lust as in absolute monarchies. 103

The launch of Kohler's Journey for Our Time prompted advertisements in the New

York Times, including one quoting Arthur Koestler, a prominent critic of Stalin, who called the

book's publication "An outstanding event both in the world of letters and of politics." This

advertisement also described Custine's "amazing work" as "a revealing picture of Russia—

past, present...and future. So accurate that statesmen today use it to guide them in their

thinking and planning." Philip E. Mosely, Director of the Russia Institute at Columbia

University, reviewed the Kohler book for the Times, observing that "Custine's sharp-eyed

observations deserve to be re-discovered, and Mrs. Kohler's selections make the discovery

exceedingly easy and pleasant." 104 A subsequent Times commentator praised Custine as

"nearly as penetrating a student of politics as de Tocqueville himself." And while he was

critical of the work's "thumping generalizations", this author noted that "grimly prophetic,

Custine predicted both the Russian Revolution and Russia's attempt at the `conquest of the

world'." 105 In yet another tribute to Russia's "enduring" history, the Washington Post declared:

This book exercises a kind of baleful fascination for its apparent suspension
of the time factor....The reissue of this book, so old and yet so new, is a miracle
of timeliness worthy of public thanks. It should be placed in the hands of every
dewy-eyed idealist who looks to the East for salvation. 106

None of these articles described the extensive abridgement of the original work. All

subsequent commentary attributed the Kohler edition to Custine, a practice that persists

today. Rather, each article emphasized Stalin's despotism and Custine's warning about the
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Russians: "they wish to rule the world by conquest; they mean to seize by armed force the

countries accessible to them, and thence to oppress the rest of the world by terror." 107

Time Magazine also lauded the Kohler edition, but a far more extensive article was

published for the two and a half million American readers of Life Magazine, under the title of

"Like Czar, Like Commissar: One Hundred Years Ago Barbaric Despotism Ruled Russia as It

Does Today. " 108 This article contained several pages of excerpts from the Kohler book,

accompanied by illustrations from a little-known work by Gustave Dork a series of savage

drawings about Russian history that Dolt had penned during the Crimean War. Life editors

intimated that these illustrations had appeared in an earlier underground Russian edition of

Custine. Titled "Dores Comic Strip of Russia: War, Gore, Patricide, Turk Trouble", the

images chosen by Life Magazine portrayed Russian tsars perpetrating violence, torture and

aggression in their avid pursuit of imperial conquest. One drawing depicted Peter the Great

"eating" Europe, with a dressing of "Tartar sauce." 109 Others ridiculed Russia's military

capabilities, as well as its pretensions to enlightenment. The Life article concluded with these

statements: "An inordinate, boundless ambition....the kneeling slave dreams of world

domination", followed by: "Russia sees Europe as a prey which our dissensions will sooner or

later deliver up to her....Therein lies the danger of allowing them to interfere in our policy and

in the counsels of our neighbors." 11°

2.2 Diplomacy and History: George F. Kennan and Daniel J. Boorstin

The re-publication of Custine's work was attributed to the chance discovery of an

underground edition of Lettres de Russie by U.S. diplomats stationed in the Soviet Union.

Cold War disclaimers about the French marquis varied; at times, he was characterized as a

"trained diplomat", at others, a "political journalist". 111 His words appear to have been

ubiquitous in government circles, as when Senator J. William Fulbright and Clerk of the

House Ralph R. Roberts noted his work in their congressional reports. 112 For diplomat

George F. Kennan, however, Custine was "a serious literary figure", a "philosopher" whose

talent lay in his keen sense of "moral discrimination." 113 The notion of Russia as an

aggressive Tartar nation found a vigorous defendant in Kennan, particularly in his 1971 book

entitled The Marquis de Custine and His Russia in 1839. Like Custine, Kennan believed

that Russian "backwardness" stemmed from Oriental and Byzantine influences on its past. 114

Kennan's analysis rested on the 1843 Longman English edition and an 1844 French edition

of Lettres de Russie. While initially seeming to distance himself from Kohler's book, which he
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described as "a new abridged English translation" produced by a "casual diplomatic

acquaintance", Kennan later wrote (emphasis added):

...even if we admit that La Russie en 1839 was not a very good book
about Russia in 1839, we are confronted with the disturbing fact that it was an 
excellent book, probably the best of books, about the Russia of Joseph Stalin, 
and not a bad book about the Russia of Brezhnev and Kosygin....something that
has been recognized by practically everyone who has had any knowledge of
Stalin's Russia and who has then, in the light of that knowledge, read even 
the recent condensations of La Russie en 1839. 116

Where Custine had railed against Russian Orthodoxy, Kennan contended that he

"was wrong about the identity of the religion"; it was in fact a "new secular orthodoxy called

Marxism-Leninism", of messianic intent. Clearly Kennan concurred with the notion that this

secular orthodoxy, as NSC-68 had described it, was "antithetical" to that of the "civilized

world." Communism was now irrevocably linked with religious fanaticism, as well as

despotism and Tartar aggression. Kennan declared that there was "nothing new... about the

idea of world conquest as the innermost impulse of Russian policy. For three hundred and

fifty years, Western travelers in Russia had been arriving at similar thoughts and suspicions."

Custine had merely detected Russia's "far-flung ambition", that of "world conquest—conquest

in the name of ideological proselytism—conquest as a concealment and expiation of internal

failure." 116

While it is beyond the scope of the present study to discuss in detail further editions of

Lettres de Russie, it is important to note that whenever tensions and questions arise about

Russian identity, and more particularly about Russian ambition, editions of Custine tend to

reappear. A notable example is the 1989 American edition, whose editorial team included

historian and Librarian of Congress Daniel J. Boorstin and illustration editor Jacqueline F.

Kennedy. This book, a facsimile of the 1843 Longman English edition, contains

approximately eighty-five percent of the original text. 117 Boorstin's forward, in addition to the

introduction written by George F. Kennan, leaves no doubt as to the "problem" of Russia:

Custine can help us correct the Modern Myopia....beneath the veil of the
U.S.S.R. there still lies a Russia....ls the Empire that marched across half of Europe
and eastward across all of Asia still there?.... Russia can no more forget the
millennia [sic] of Mongolian occupation, the long expansion across Europe and Asia,
the sacred czarist autocracy, the identity of State and Religion, and the traditions
of secrecy and police brutality, than we Americans can forget our own ties to
the Magna Carta, parliaments, the Bill of Rights, the common law, and constitutions...
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Dedicating the 1989 edition "To all intrepid travelers", Boorstin compared Custine's work to

Tocqueville's study of America, while positing that "Perhaps it [the difference] could be called
Dostoevsky or Mark Twain?" 118 That the Boorstin editorial team represented considerable

political stature in America is without question. This edition appeared at the height of

Perestroika, in the aftermath of Gorbachev's 1987 "Year of Europe" which proclaimed

Russia's place in Europe's cultural heritage. 119 The Reagan-Gorbachev initiatives had also
resulted in the 1987 I.N.F. treaty, signaling the definitive thaw of Cold War relations. 129 It is
instructive to note that the 1989 edition is titled A Journey through Eternal Russia, while
Kohler's abridgement appeared as A Journey for Our Time. Boorstin appeared to confirm the

enduring sentiment—if not presentiment—that Russia remained a Tartar in disguise, deeply
imprinted by its Mongol past. 121

3. JULES VERNE: MICHEL STROGOFF

In contrast to Custine's depiction of Russia as a nation of Tartar invaders, Jules Verne

painted a very different portrait in his 1876 novel Michel Strogoff. In this novel, Russia is

seen acting as a legitimate European power, engaged in "civilizing" undisciplined subjects by

defeating a Tartar rebellion within its empire. Although traditional recriminations against

Russia had not been forgotten, and had been further fanned by the Crimean War and by a

second wave of Russian repression in Poland in 1863, Michel Strogoff was published at a

time when France had begun to assess the potential for forging an alliance with Russia. 122

Patently, Russia's military reserves were vast, in comparison with those of the French.

Geopolitical matters became particularly urgent in 1887, when a threatening speech by

Bismarck, plus the rumor that England would join the Triple Alliance (Germany, Austria-

Hungary, and Italy), suggested that France could stand defenseless against imminent

German aggression. This accelerated calls for a Franco-Russian alliance, an idea embraced

by the French public beginning in the late 1870s. 123 Nowhere was popular enthusiasm for

this alliance expressed more clearly than through the vehicle of Verne's Strogoff, in a stage

production first mounted in Paris in 1880. 124

Michel Strogoff is a quintessential melodrama, complete with edifying morality and

dramatic effect. Its plot is based on an uprising in the recently-conquered region of Bokhara,

in today's Uzbekistan. The story's hero, Michel Strogoff, is dispatched from Moscow by the

Russian tsar to deliver an urgent letter to the tsar's brother, the grand-duke, in Irkutsk. 125

Tartar rebels have cut the only telegraph wire, and the tsar wishes to warn his brother of an
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impending attack and to assure him of the eventual arrival of Russian troops. In the course of

a 5,200 verst (5, 523 kilometer) journey from Moscow to Irkutsk, Strogoff confronts the gamut

of perils common to the nineteenth-century adventure odyssey: gypsy spies, villains and

traitors, savage storms, attacks by wild animals, perilous river journeys, torture, fire, and

murder. His greatest trial comes with his capture by the Tartars, whose leader Feofar Khan

orders him blinded by a white-hot sword, after an Islamic custom. 126 Yet Strogoff escapes to

complete his journey to Irkutsk, helped by a young woman named Nadia whom he has

befriended. There, he reveals that he has only pretended to be blind, in order not to arouse

suspicion. His mother was captured by the Tartars in order to help identify him, and their

abusive treatment of her brought tears to his eyes during the blinding ceremony, tears which

vaporized the effects of the super-heated sword. In Irkutsk, Strogoff confronts the Russian

traitor Ivan Ogareff, a former military general assisting Feofar Khan in the revolt. Ogareff's

scheme of jettisoning naptha to be set afire on the Angara River is to be the culmination of

the Tartar assault. 127 In an apocalyptic final battle, complete with tolling bells and flaming

river, Strogoff, along with a cadre of "loyal" political exiles, aids the grand-duke in defeating

the rebels' attack. Verne's denouement is predictable: Tartars justly defeated and "civilized"

social order restored, Strogoff marries Nadia, and enjoys the tsar's favor as he advances in

the imperial service.

The storyline of the novel builds on images of Tartars as deceitful, despotic and

remorseless. This, Verne wrote, demonstrated that the Tartars had "conserved...their Asiatic

character", an allusion to the nineteenth-century European "science" of race. He

characterized their "system of war... [as] pillage, theft, fire, and murder", and also described

torture, including an instance when a Russian peasant who assisted Michel Strogoff was

buried alive, his head exposed above ground for vultures and wolves. He also included the

stock character of a gypsy to illustrate the deceitful nature of "bohemians, gypsies, tsiganes...

[having] affinity with Tartar or Mongol." As a Russian traitor, Ivan Ogareff delighted in intrigue

and treachery, acting as executioner when necessary, traits that Verne attributed to Ogareff's

part-Mongol blood. Feofar Khan, the emir of Bokhara who instigated the Tartar revolt, was a

"modern Genghis Khan", determined to sow regional seeds of rebellion to defeat the "sultan

of Petersburg." When attempting to extort a confession from a captured Strogoff, the Khan

first ordered Strogoff's mother flogged, then bound on her knees with a sword pointed at her

chest, so that any movement as she watched her son undergo blinding would cause the

sword to penetrate her heart. 128 Even Verne's description of the final river conflagration

suggests the Tartar, as described by Virgil, whose definition of Tartarus is found in the
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EncycloOdie: "the place of punishment for tyrants and criminals...surrounded by torrential

waters, whose flaming waves push along great pieces of stone." 129 In Michel Strogoff,

chunks of ice on the Angara River took the place of stone.

Unlike Custine, Verne clearly identified Russia as part of Europe's Christian

community, echoing the view of many in France who were anxious to forge an alliance. Thus

the tsar urged Michel Strogoff to undertake his perilous journey with these words: "for God,

for Russia, for my brother and for me!" Both the novel and its subsequent theatre and film

adaptations feature prominent Christian motifs, with Strogoff exclaiming "God protect Holy

Russia!" and praying to an icon of Mary, a cross visible at his throat. Strogoff's mother Marfa

was also named for a Russian martyr saint. Themes of chivalry and Christian sacrifice

permeate the story, as do references to the malevolence of Islam. 13° In one of the later film

adaptations, a wounded Russian soldier crawls across a battlefield toward a slain Russian

priest, to touch him briefly before he himself dies. In another, Muslim Tartars chant "Allah is

great." 131 As a reward for his courage, Strogoff was presented with the Cross of St. George

the dragon-slayer, the highest military decoration of Russia, awarded by the tsar to those who

distinguished themselves in war. 132

The story of Michel Strogoff resonated at a time when France aspired to imperial

stature in Asia and Africa, and when the Russian empire was expanding to the south-east.

Ironically, Russia had its own mythical legend of the Tartar horde. This was the story of Ilya

Muromets, a Russian bogatyr or knight who delivered the nation from Mongol overlords in the

thirteenth century. 133 In 1864, the Gorkachov Circular laid out Russia's "special mission" as a

"civilized" nation, which was to pacify neighboring "half-savage nomad populations

possessing no fixed social organization." 134 By 1876, the Central Asian khanats of Bokhara,

Khiva and Kokand (in present-day Uzbekistan) were subdued by Russia, to the approbation

of many in France. 135 Anatole Leroy-Beaulieu, an influential author whose articles had

generated interest in a Franco-Russian alliance, wrote:

Russia can now say that that Turkestan no longer exists. Khiva and Bokhara
are peaceful vassals... Central Asia and the empire of the steppes, from which have
erupted the Genghis Khans and Tamerlanes [of the past], are now forever subject
to the eagle of Moscow. 136

Other authors praised the "marvelous execution" of Russia's imperial program, with

one influential commentator suggesting that France might learn how to deal with Muslim

peoples from Russia's colonial example. "In Asia", wrote another, "civilization [itself] is
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advancing with the Russians." 137 Such observations, when twinned with the statement by a

character in Strogoff complacently noting Russia's subjection of Bokhara, Khiva, and

Kokand, 138 echo the eighteenth-century pronouncements of French philosophes, notably

Voltaire and Diderot, and the Encyclopódie's vision that Russia's "strong and civilized" empire

would contain any further Tartar threat. 139 Thus the trope of an enlightened despot, in this

instance a Russian tsar containing an Islamic revolt, resonated once again in fin de siècle
France. Whispers of a mirage russe were easily refuted, as Verne's novel was set during the

reign of Tsar Alexander II, who had begun an ambitious program of reforms in Russia,

including the emancipation of Russian serfs in 1861. 140 Custine's Lettres de Russie now

stood on its head. For the French, Germany was the barbarian, championing materialist

individuality over universal values of peace and stability. Even formerly vociferous critic

Ernest Renan had begun to praise the "Russian sour"'

Ironically, Jules Verne himself was not altogether enthusiastic about Russia. Like

many in France, he remained angered by Russian repressions in Poland. It is instructive to

note that Verne held the Polish rebel Kosciuszko in high esteem, and that his character

Captain Nemo in Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea was originally cast as a vengeful

Pole: his daughters raped, his wife dismembered by an axe, his father executed by knouting,

and his friends deported to Siberia by Russia during a Polish uprising. 142 Verne's publisher

Hetzel, sensitive to both political repercussions and market concerns, demanded that Nemo

be re-cast. Verne subsequently altered Nemo's identity to that of an Indian seeking revenge

against England. Hetzel also insisted that Verne present Michel Strogoff to the Russian

ambassador in Paris, for vetting prior to publication. The ambassador, Prince Orloff,

requested that the tsar's name be removed from the book, and that its original title, Courier of
the Tsar, be changed. Verne complied. 143

A number of subtle allusions in Michel Strogoff hint at Verne's ambivalent attitude

towards Russia. These include the name of the novel's arch-villain, Ivan Ogareff, likely a

reference to Nikolai Ogarev, co-founder of the dissident journal La Cloche, published in

France by Russian exiles Alexander Herzen and Nikolai Ogarev. 144 Echoes of Custine may

also be found in the novel, for example when Verne characterized Strogoff as the tsar's

courier charged with a special mission. Custine had written of a similar character, whom he

described thus: "he is the word of the sovereign: a living telegraph." 148 Verne also noted a

certain "celebrated traveler" who had compared Russia to Spain, which Custine did at several

points in Lettres de Russie, notably in his Résumé du voyage. Ultimately, however, Verne

differed from Custine in his portrayal of the Tartars, depicting them as a minor ethnic group,
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albeit a threatening one, within Russia's empire. Meanwhile, he remained sensitive to the

political implications of Michel Strogoff, and most particularly to its staging. He hoped that a

theatrical production of the novel would be mounted for the 1878 Paris Exposition, but at that

time it seemed that England might be a more likely ally for France than Russia. 146

In composing Michel Strogoff, Verne demonstrated an acute political knowledge of

Russia. This complemented his interests in geography and ethnography, emerging scientific

disciplines in the high imperial period of the late nineteenth century. Verne characterized

Nadia's father, Wassili Fodor, as a rebel Latvian who was deported to Siberia for having

participated in a "secret" (likely anti-tsarist) group. 147 Irony appears to emerge once again via

Dixon, who had labeled Polish expellees "Siberians", and praised their courage and intellect

as superior to that of Russians. 148 Verne cast Michel Strogoff as a Siberian, with the

prepossessing physique and blue eyes "of the Caucasian type." 145 At this time, Siberia and

Tartary appeared to be cartographically interchangeable, a practice which had its roots in the

eighteenth century. 153 Siberia appeared on maps in the region of today's Kazakhstan, while

present-day Siberia was called "Tartary". Yet Turkestan (a former term encompassing

Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan) might also be labeled "Tartaria", and could

include Siberia. As an avid member of France's Geographical Society, Verne would no doubt

have been aware of this. And although twentieth-century commentators described the Tartar

revolt in Michel Strogoff as a "fictional" uprising, 151 Verne may well have known of an uprising

in the khanat of Kokand which was put down by Russian troops in 1875, a year prior to the

publication of his novel. 152 While choosing words identical to those of Emile Montêgut to

characterize the Tartar revolt as "an uprising that threw one half of Asia on the other", Verne

ended his story by declaring that any rebellion against the "Russian colossus" was futile. 153

Although Verne had not traveled to Russia, his novel was built on contemporary

travelogue sources. As noted previously, he was well-versed in the travel genre, having

authored a series of books on eighteenth and nineteenth-century European explorers. He did

acknowledge several travel memoirs in the novel, among them works by Alexis de Levchine,

Catherine de Bourboulon, and Henry Russell-Killough. 154 He gleaned substantial geographic

and ethnographic material from these sources. An assiduous reader, Verne also subscribed

to many journals, including the influential Revue des deux mondes and the popular travel

journal Le Tour du monde. Although neither is mentioned in his text, these appear to have

provided material for Michel Strogoff. The former featured regular travelogues as well as

articles discussing Russian imperial expansion in Central Asia, while the latter included a
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significant travel article by William H. Dixon in 1872. 155 This article, titled "A Free Russia",

referred to key reforms instituted by Alexander II, and begins with the following passage:

In the past, Russia was free....[but] later submerged by the Asiatic hordes;
from then on, the Tartar system prevailed, in practice if not in spirit, until
the [Crimean] war of 1853; but since the end of that conflict Old Russia has
transformed itself. 156

The article also mentions characters named Maria and Nadia, names chosen by Verne for

Strogoff's mother and future wife respectively. 157 Other passages are equally suggestive,

such as Dixon's description of "hostility [towards Russia] still fermenting in the Kirghiz

steppes", 158 and his statement that the Crimean Tartar descendants of Batu Khan and

Tamerlane remained loyal to their ancestral homelands of Bokhara and Khiva. Dixon also

included descriptions of Tartar warfare, among them "pillage", "devastation", and the "rupture

of communications." 159 Of notable import, his article was written in 1869 but not translated

into French until after the Franco-Prussian War, testifying to geopolitical concerns.

3.1 Michel Strogoff at the Paris ChAtelet Theatre, 1880-1900

Michel Strogoff... charged with a unique and capital mission, [he] traversed
our valley of tears, avoiding temptation and overcoming obstacles, [he]
tasted martyrdom, benefited from supernatural aid, glorified his Creator,
[and] then, at the end of his task, entered into immortality.

Jean-Paul Sartre, Les Mots 16°

That literary giant Jean-Paul Sartre confessed to having wept upon reading Michel

Strogoff affirms the novel's place, both past and present, in French culture. By 1880, Verne's

novel was in its fiftieth edition, and prolific stage writer Adolphe d'Ennery had been called to

co-write the play with Verne. 161 In November that year, the military melodrama Michel

Strogoff met with unprecedented acclaim in its debut at the ChAtelet Theatre in Paris. With a

stage that measured twenty-four by thirty-five meters and seating for 3,500 spectators, the

ChAtelet Theatre showcased France's most spectacular productions, including numerous

performances about Russia, from symphonies featuring Russian composers to Diaghilev's

Ballets Russes. 162

Between 1880 and 1939, Michel Strogoff played at the Chelelet more than 2,500

times. 163 While scholarly analyses of this theatrical production depict it as an extravagant
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"Orientalist project" complete with dancing girls and spectacular special effects, it is apparent

that much more was afoot.'" Almost immediately, the play became the vehicle in Paris for

popular support for Russia. As historian Charles Corbet noted in his review of opinion about

Russia among French political pundits and literati throughout the nineteenth century:

...the most learned books are not necessarily the most representative. Not
only did Michel Strogoff contribute to the popularization of a new image of Russia,
but... it registered the change in popular French opinion as an accomplished fact
from that time onward. 165

The public's embrace of Strogoff illustrates strong support building for an alliance with

Russia, despite successive governments' hesitations and considerations of strategies to ally

with England, or even with Germany. Historian Anne Hogenhuis-Seliverstoff has noted that

in the events leading to the Franco-Russian Alliance, French public support for Russia played

a critical role. 166 As further evidence of this enthusiasm, Michel Strogoff was not the only

production about Russia playing in Paris at this time. Operettas, revues and plays featuring

Cossacks and other stock Russian characters appeared both prior to and simultaneously with

Verne's adaptation, testifying to alert entrepreneurial instinct. 167 Yet none of these had the

impact of Strogoff, whose producers clearly had an eye for its sensational adaptation to

geopolitical concerns.

No expense was spared to mount the most spectacular scenes from Verne's novel,

including the opening scene of Moscow by torchlight against a backdrop of tolling Kremlin

bells, the military camp of Feofar Khan, and a battlefield scene where the last red rays of

sunset illuminated bodies strewn across the stage. 168 The overt military trappings of the play

were formidable. At each performance, the Chatelet's immense doors opened to admit

mounted horsemen wearing the helmet and chest armor of the Preobrajenskia regiment, the

tsar's personal guard. These cavaliers were in fact French republican guards, whose

passage through the streets of Paris on their way to the theatre elicited daily applause. They

joined mounted "Cossacks" on stage, steering their horses up staircases past actors holding

aloft yellow silk flags imprinted with the tsar's personal emblem, the double-headed eagle.

Nikolas Rubinstein, director of the Moscow Conservatory, sent the official Preobrajenskia

regimental march to Strogoffs producers for the play's opening night. Played on fife, drum,

and trumpet, this fanfare marking the torchlight retreat of the guards was described by a

reviewer in 1880:
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...amidst the acclamations of two hundred actors massed on the stage, and to
the thrilling music of the orchestra, mounted guardsmen executed the Rubenstein
march, whose effect resulted in a colossal success. The public demanded three
times that the curtain be raised. 169

Although it had begun as a children's novel, Michel Strogoff evolved into pure political
theatre. The inclusion of flags, music and regimental tattoo moved staple elements of French

military staging from the parade ground into the theatre, exemplifying the "ritual complex" of

nationalism identified by Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, an important means of forging

social cohesion in times of impending threat.'" At the same time, the theatrical adaptation of
Michel Strogoff offered French audiences an occasion for virtual "travel" to Russia. As

historian Merleau-Ponty once observed, "Vision...functions like all true journeys...to travel is

to see, but seeing is already traveling." 171 Thus reassured, a Chatelet audience could

"picture" the strength and determination of the Russian military framed in a (k)nightly tableau,

as well as imagine the machinations of the marauding Tartar.

Michel Strogoff played five hundred and eighty-one times in Paris between 1880 and

1890, its productions receding when uncertainties arose about the possibility of alliance with

Russia. In 1887, however, the year of Bismarck's threatening speech, the exterior of the

Chatelet was draped in Russian colors to announce a new production of Strogoff 172

Following this, in 1891, a signal event in Franco-Russian relations launched a special reprise

of the play. Despite Romanov family ties to Germany, Tsar Alexander III had invited the

French fleet to sojourn at the port of Cronstadt near St. Petersburg, to the jubilation of the

French media and public. 173 Secret discussions concerning an alliance began at the end of

that summer. In Paris, the Strogoff reprise included both countries' national anthems, along

with a newly-created final scene whose backdrop illustrated Russian sailors saluting their

French confréres in a frenzy of welcome. 174 Also that year, as European fleets jostled for pre-

eminence on the world's oceans, another pro-Russia production called L'Annee franco-russe

played at the Cluny Theatre. This too featured a "Cronstadt" tableau, as well as posters from

popular Russophile productions including Strogoff 175 Further testifying to the play's

connection with political rapprochement, an 1892 periodical describes servers dressed in

military costumes from Michel Strogoff circulating amidst cardboard models of Russian

cannons and the Kremlin, during a festival held in Paris's Tuileries Gardens to benefit the

poor of France and Russia. 176

Following in the wake of Cronstadt, the visit of the Russian fleet to Toulon in 1893 and

that by Tsar Nicholas II to Paris in 1896 became occasions for celebration across France.
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During these events, Michel Strogoff retreated from Paris theatres, in part due to other

spectacles mounted to woo visiting Russian dignitaries. There was perhaps an element of

discretion here also, as Verne's novel had been banned in Russia due to its sometimes frank

portrayal of political realities. 177 But in 1897, when French president Felix Faure visited

Russia and Tsar Nicholas II pronounced the word "ally" for the first time in public, over a

hundred French cities and towns flew Russian flags, organized musical concerts, and staged

military tattoos. 178 Michel Strogoff re-appeared at the Chatelet, complete with yet another

new scene entitled "the Franco-Russian Alliance" and a backdrop trumpeting Russian military

might. Strogoff audience members joined citizens across France in singing both national

anthems, celebrating with multiple curtain calls as "a long cry of enthusiasm" reverberated

through the theatre. 179

By 1900, in addition to touring in the French provinces, Strogoff had played 1,117

times in Paris. The year 1900 also affirmed its connection with the Franco-Russian Alliance,

as part of the Paris Exposition Universelle. 18° The opening of this exposition was preceded

by the inauguration of a bridge built to honor the alliance, the pont Alexandre III. As the

Russian ambassador and French president walked ceremoniously across the bridge, with

their backs to Napoleon's tomb at Les lnvalides, they moved towards the newly-named

Avenue Nicolas II for the official opening of the exhibits. 181 A popular feature of these exhibits

was a mock Trans-Siberian railway linking one of Russia's pavilions to that of China.

Following in the imaginary path of Strogoff, visitors could watch an unfurling panorama of

Siberia through the "windows" of the train. Finally, towards the close of the Exposition, on the

evening of October 11 th , seven hundred and fifty actors and singers wearing costumes from

Michel Strogoff entertained spectators from a steamer on the Seine River. 182

Thus the message of Jules Verne's Michel Strogoff was that of Russia as legitimate

European great power, pacifying the Tartar hordes; a 'brother' rather than an 'other' for

France. Or was the Russian military subduing a barbarian (Protestant) German horde night

after night at the ChAtelet, with Bismarck incarnated as Ogareff, a general who had betrayed

the values of Europe? Regardless of its enemy target, the theatrical adaptation of Michel

Strogoff remained popular until World War Two, reflecting ongoing French anxiety amidst

convoluted, and often covert, European geopolitical maneuvering. Testifying to the

identification of Strogoff with its author, a special production of the play was mounted after

Verne's death in 1906, to raise funds for his grave monument in Amiens. 183
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3.2 Michel Strogoff: Themes and Variations

Michel Strogoff enjoyed fleeting popularity outside of France, as it was mounted for

the theatre in several European countries even before the 1880 French production.'"

Between 1882 and 1900, it was also staged in the United States, in New York, Boston and

San Francisco. 185 In these productions, however, Verne's story was adapted to feature the

Russo-Turkish War of 1878, rather than a Tartar uprising. One New York reviewer described

this adaptation as "judiciously rewritten", with a "grandeur" and "realism" appealing to the

"popular taste for the spectacular." 186 While theatrical productions played steadily in France

until 1939, Strogoff lived on more memorably in European films, notably in six productions

between 1926 and 1971. Some of these films were co-productions involving France,

Germany, Italy and Yugoslavia. Although the films were taken to America, reception there

was lukewarm in the aftermath of the Bolshevik Revolution. 187

The early Strogoff films are intriguing, particularly those from 1926 and 1936. While

film scholars credit the story's exotic elements as the appeal for adaptation, they also contend

that these productions served as a vehicle for the "tsarist nostalgia" of White Russian

refugees involved in their creation. 188 Yet this provokes questions. As film historian Richard

Abel has observed, the American cultural machine toppled most French film production

companies after World War One. How, then, did a White Russian film community based in

Paris survive? Could there have been an injection of funds from pro-Russian sources such

as V.O.K.S., the All-Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Countries, a group first

formed in 1925? 189 Additionally, Latvia's government loaned four thousand troops to the

filming of the 1926 production of Michel Strogoff. 19° This could hardly indicate support for

"tsarist nostalgia", as Latvia had recently signed a treaty of neutrality with Russia, its former

overlord. Indeed, the 1926 film adaptation focuses more on the valor and discipline of the

Russian military than a tsarist past. Interest in this production may also be explained by

pivotal events in Europe, such as France's withdrawal from the German industrial heartland in

1925, as dictated by the Treaty of Versailles, and the Treaty of Locarno, which appeared to

reinforce German strength. Adding to the argument that the film was politically charged is

Abel's observation that Michel Strogoffs main competitor in 1926 Paris movie-houses was a

pro-Poland film, Le Jouer des Ochecs. The Polish government had loaned its troops for the

filming of this production, whose story was adapted from an early nineteenth-century play that

depicted an Ottoman Turk out-maneuvering Catherine the Great. Given that Germany had
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had recently signed a treaty with Poland, this also suggests a connection with geopolitical

posturing. 191

Similarly, the 1936 film adaptation of Strogoff evokes strong political overtones. Co-

produced in Germany and France, the film was immediately banned by the Nazis. 192 This
may have been a rejection of the filmic display of disciplined Russian military forces, or a

rejection of the film's star, Anton Walbrook, who left Germany after denouncing Hitler's
regime. 193 The appeal for a new adaptation of Strogoff could also be explained by the

bilateral military agreement signed by Russia and France in 1935, after Hitler's proclamation

of universal conscription. The denouement of this production is equally suggestive. It was

taken for adaptation to both the United States and Mexico, each a site for debate concerning

the Soviet Union under Stalin. Mexico in particular represented an ideological battleground

up until World War Two, with German agents lobbying through subsidies, including those in

the cultural arena, for Mexican support. Again, this raises questions about the funding of the

1936 film: during this period marked by mounting economic tensions, did Russian funds

bankroll the American and Mexican productions?

A final word here concerns the 1956 version of Michel Strogoff, billed as the story of a

man who "saved a nation". In this instance, the nation which required saving might have

been one of many. The blockbuster film Michel Strogoff opened in France in December of

1956, on the heels of a series of international crises, including the 1954 French surrender in

Vietnam, the 1955 American suggestion of atomic retaliation against Chinese maneuvers in

the Taiwan strait, the 1956 Suez Canal crisis and ensuing threats by Khrushchev against

Britain and France, and also in 1956, the Soviet invasion of Hungary. Michel Strogoff was the

highest-grossing French film of the year, with over six million tickets sold, and it played well

into 1957, a year marked by the launch of Sputnik in Russia. 194 When one considers that an

American film about Genghis Khan was playing in England at this time, it is tempting to

consider that these productions had at their core a concern, yet again, about Russia's "Tartar"
nature: the French film displaying an intrepid European savior pitted against Asiatic hordes,
with the American film savoring the subjugation of the Tartars by Genghis Khan, with "hordes

of extras... cutting each other to pieces." 195

In addition to its prolific film career, Michel Strogoff remained steadily popular in novel

form. It was incorporated into foreign language curricula in North America and Mexico, and

into French curriculum as a vehicle for studying "character portraits." Even as late as 1976, it

was the top-selling novel from the Verne pantheon in France. 196 The story was reframed in

comic book format, recast in 1964 as an operetta at the Paris Mogador Theatre, and adapted
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for a puppet production at the Spoleto Festival in Italy in 1992. 197 Reflecting the novel's

popularity in France, tourists will find a rue Michel Strogoff in Versailles, and a boulevard

Michel Strogoff in Amiens, as well as packages offering winter train travel through Siberia

following Strogoff's route from Moscow to Irkutsk. 198 Since 1876, hundreds of thousands

have "traveled" with Strogoff, each imprinted by an image of a powerful Russia defeating the

barbaric Muslim Tartar. It would seem that Linda Hutcheon's criteria of "fecundity" and

"recognition" remain much at play here. Tellingly, as Hutcheon notes, the progression from

book to theatre to film promotes identification with the story through a sensory "immersive

engagement." 199 Despite the claim that Michel Strogoff s popularity rests in its place as an

exemplary text from the adventure genre, its political underpinnings were far more influential.

Most clearly, it served to portray Russia as a partner for France. An initial theatrical

adaptation engendered its entrenchment in France's cultural repertoire and its subsequent

iconic status, a status reflected even at the level of the state, which is seen below.

4. POSTSCRIPT: LETTRES DE RUSSIE AND MICHEL STROGOFF

As demonstrated by this study, Astolphe de Custine's Lettres de Russie and Jules

Verne's Michel Strogoff have led an exceptionally long life. Indeed, along with Anatole Leroy-

Beaulieu's work, The Empire of the Tsars and the Russians (1883), they appear to be the

most enduring texts from the corpus of nineteenth-century French texts concerning Russia. 20°

On the surface, the aristocratic Custine and the bourgeois Verne would seem to have little in

common. Yet each generated an extremely influential portrayal of Russia, via the political

adaptation of a travelogue and novel respectively, launching their canonical status through

multiple modalities. Thus the genre of the European travelogue, a medium for field report

and diplomatic reconnaissance during an age of horse and buggy, evolved to represent

certainty in an era of the emerging superpower. Through an analysis of the content and

trajectory of such texts, as Michel de Certeau observed, scholars can "appreciate the impact
'of history on a symbolic structure of knowledge: the voyage.' 201 Now firmly embedded as

referential imagery, these works tend to re-appear in moments of crisis, with re-editions and

adaptations corresponding to signal events involving Russia, such as the disintegration of the

Soviet Union beginning in 1989.

The original books by Custine and Verne illustrate a France fired by indignation

against Russia and subsequently awash in Russophilia, as it struggled to survive as a nation.

Once adapted to political ends, the texts functioned in the cultural repertoires of Great Power
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maneuvers involving France, Russia, and the United States, well into the twentieth century.

While Verne's novel enjoyed most popularity in France, Custine's Lettres clearly remains the

dominant work on Russia in the United States. Strogoffs appeal related to the Franco-

Russian Alliance, whose importance for France was starkly described by historian Charles

Corbet: "The alliance is dead, but to it we owe our life." 202 Strong post-war French

Communist sympathies also reflected Cold War tensions with America, as France reluctantly

relinquished its Great Power status. Verne profiled Russia containing its internal Tartars,

both off and on the stage; a Russian partner for France as the bulwark of European

civilization against Oriental or Muslim despotism and aggression. In the United States,

however, Russophilia remained an unlikely concept, and containment another matter.

American uncertainty about Russia seemed to oscillate between two poles: Russians as bar-
bar, a people who did not speak the same language as Americans, and who must be kept at

bay, or civilized if in their midst, versus Russians as Tartars, the yellow menace serving as

the advance guard of a Red Peril, a sort of frontier thesis in reverse. Complicating this issue

was the "hermit kingdom": a Russia closed, as Roland Barthes once pithily noted, to

American terrestrial observers. 203 Yet like the recent American reliance on Ahmed Chalabi's

observations concerning Iraq, Cold War diplomats put their faith in the words of Custine,

albeit words over a century old. By representing the "reality" of Russia through the prism of

their personal political authority and authoritative declarations culled from Custine, the Kohler

and Boorstin editions measured Russian actions against a yardstick of "civilizational proof."

As Michael Williams observed, "in the appeal to the centrality of Western culture... a new set

of power relations became dominant." 204 Images of Russia as "counter-civilizational", or as a

nation "regressing" into "proto-imperial" acts, remain a staple in international relations, most

recently fanned by the truculence of Presidents Vladimir Putin and George W. Bush.

Historian Peter Burke observed that analysts of "cultural construction" must identify

influential players in the creation of identities, as well as the "relative importance of individual

and collective invention." The works by Custine and Verne offer exemplary examples by

which these may be ascertained. Equally, they support the hypothesis that literary narrative

exists as "a historical force in its own right", lending itself to persistent "re-employment",

particularly powerful as multi-media forms evolve. 205 Re-employment results in adaptations

which themselves become "generative and transposable", permitting their use to structure a

social field, as Williams explained in his adaptation of Bourdieu's theories to international

relations. 206 Interests and strategies motivating such constructs may be either conscious or
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unconscious, an observation which has much bearing on what appears to be an often

instinctual re-employment of these two "stories" about Russia.

What of the Tartars, and of Custine and Verne, today? Each remains alive and well in

the West, demonstrating a powerful and affirmative reach. Speculations about the role of the

Tartar in Russian history may be found in a recent work entitled Muscovy and the Mongols:

Cross-Cultural Influences on the Steppe Frontier. This book states that between 1304 and

1589, Muscovite foreign policy proceeded based in theory on the precepts of Byzantium, but

in practice on the traditions of the Central Asian steppes. Its author also quoted a Cold War

Catholic observation that "The Mongol temporal 'Iron Curtain' completed the Byzantine

spiritual one," 207 twinning Churchill's pronouncement concerning Soviet occupation in Europe

with the iconostasis of the Russian Orthodox church. Tartars continue to generate literary

interest also, as demonstrated by a 1995 American proposal for a film adaptation of Michel

Strogoff. The author of this screenplay embellished Verne's story to include "four Tartar

horsemen", blood-licking Tartars probing reindeer entrails for signs of prophecy, and Muslim

Tartars sinking Strogoff's raft to destroy both a Bible and a printing press. 208

With respect to Custine, the Kohler edition appears to persist as the definitive text in

the United States, despite later and much longer English editions. Repeatedly, Custine is

identified as the author of Journey for Our Time, although Kohler may receive credit as his

"translator". As an example of this, in a recent review of Alexander Sokurov's film The

Russian Ark, the reviewer cited both Kohler's and Kennan's books. 209 Meanwhile, the 1989

Boorstin edition sits prominently in the travel section of a large Canadian metropolitan library,

a status likely due to its original Book of the Month Club designation, and to the fact that few

travel texts on Russia are published for the North American reader. 21° Lettres de Russie

continues to re-emerge for re-scripting in times of crisis, amidst geopolitical concerns

addressing the perennial question of what will Russia do? This penchant for applying

Custine's work to contemporary political events is borne out by an interview with a former

English diplomat, who revealed that during the Cold War, "We young men in the embassy

used to read Custine to learn what the Soviet Union that we could not visit was like." 211

Equally telling, a helpful advisor recounts that he presented Margaret Thatcher with a copy of

Journey for Our Time during her tenure as Britain's Prime Minister. 212

Custine's observations remain particularly ubiquitous in journalistic circles, and are

often quoted to introduce contemporary articles that dwell on barbaric/despotic themes of

Russian history. An Internet search yields many such examples, including American

newspaper articles on the Kursk submarine disaster and the Beslan school massacre, each
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opening with Custine's words. 213 So too does a report on Russia produced for the Carnegie

Institute in 2000. The author of this report is the grand-daughter of Nikita Khrushchev, Nina

Khruscheva, who quoted Custine to explain why Russia's historic identity will not permit

liberal economic reforms. 214 Although Tartar aggression may have subsided, such works

imply that aggressive ideology appears to linger, antithetical to that of the West. This, for

many commentators, demonstrates Russia's continuing failure on the "cultural gradient". 215

As testament to the powerful influence of the adaptation of Custine's Lettres de

Russie, its resonance at the level of state culture is especially revealing. Perhaps its most

intriguing sequela is the film by Alexander Sokurov, in which Custine is portrayed as one of

two main characters wandering through the Hermitage Museum while commenting on three

hundred years of Russian history. Sokurov's film appears to affirm Russia's place in the

European cultural community, a thrust borne out by an exhibit celebrating the relationship

between Russia and France, held in St. Petersburg and Paris, also in 2003. In Paris, the

exhibit was mounted in a hall directly above Napoleon's tomb in Les lnvalides, easily

accessible to visitors strolling across that emphatic monument to the Franco-Russian

Alliance, the pont Alexandre III. Yet in America, although the Center for Defense Initiatives

noted Custine's central role in the new Russian film, he was described as "an imaginary

French marquis." 216 Also in 2003, as a Napoleonic Tartar rested under French feet, a

conference funded by the United States Congress examined the question of Russian identity.

Led by Russia expert and Librarian of Congress James H. Billington, founder of the Kennan

Institute for Advanced Russian Studies at Princeton University, this conference's proceedings

are summarized in a public report which describes Custine as "the nineteenth century's most

astute observer of Russia." 217

In France, by contrast, both Custine and Verne resonate at the level of state culture.

In 2003, a speaker at the Acadêmie frangaise reminded his invited guest, President Vladimir

Putin of Russia, of Custine's negative impact on French perceptions of his country. 218 When

President Putin returned to France in 2005 for an annual state-sponsored salon du livre which

had chosen Russia for its theme, France was celebrating the one hundred and fiftieth

anniversary of Jules Verne's death, with multiple events across the country. These were

preceded in 2004 by a retrospective exhibit highlighting the central place of Michel Strogoff in

European culture, held at the Centre International Jules Verne in Rouen. The Verne

celebrations prompted numerous re-releases of Strogoff classics, in both book and film. The

novel was also published in an abridged version that eliminated Verne's long descriptive

passages concerning geography, as a text approved by France's Ministry of Education for
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use in official curriculum. 219 In 2006, following on the heels of Vernomania, the French Mint

produced commemorative Euro coins featuring Michel Strogoff. 22° On these, Strogoff is

depicted on horseback, sword raised as he thunders towards Islamic rebels, with Russian

churches and Tartar tents in the background. Such an image prompts the uneasy sense that

France and Russia are now both post-empire, and dealing with the results. The recent film

adaptation of Michel Strogoff, produced in animated format for children, again features

Strogoff brandishing a militant sword against rebellious Tartars, among them a swarthy

Feofar Khan whose curved black moustache echoes the curving swords of the Tartar horde.

This production won a prestigious award in 2006, receiving the "Laurier d'or" in the category

"Jeunesse", a prize presented at the Senat in Paris by the Radio and Television Council of

France. 221 In this latest adaptation, a teacher reads Michel Strogoff to a fascinated group of

"petits rats de bibliotheque" or "little book-mice", who follow Strogoff throughout his journey, at

times attempting to harass his enemies. They are entertained by much that they see,

including a scene where evil gypsies and Tartars dance (the latter a Ukrainian dance). Plus

ga change...

Thus, eternally it seems, the poles of debate regarding Russian and Tartar identity are

re-inscribed. In this instance, political adaptations demonstrate the processes of state versus

public cultural construction of identities, with the authority of American Cold War diplomats

and Custine set against that of the French public and White Russian refugees. Central to the

debate outlined here is the mythical Tartar, a word which like a telescope extends and

recedes to mark the conflation, deflation, and dilation of cultural frontiers. The term Tartar,

indeed its very conception, remains a "co-efficient of emotivity", valued not for any intrinsic

meaning, but rather "for the use to which it is put."222 Yet the status and use of such a word is

perhaps most usefully described by Roland Barthes. In the construction of a mythical

identity, the term Tartar serves as "a petrified code....[for] myth is fundamentally nominal,

insofar as nomination is the first procedure of distraction." 223

Finally, the image of Russia as a Janus nation, represented by the double-headed

eagle of the tsar, uncertain in its status as a "learner" (European) versus a "threat" (Asian),

masks a much deeper story. 224 Behind this lingers the persistent notions of a veil, a curtain, a

wall; images invoked since the tale of Alexander the Great willfully walling nomads from the

Central Asian steppes behind his mythical copper Alexandrian Gates. The Tartars, along

with Gog and Magog, will emerge at the Apocalypse, explains the Bible in Revelations. As

Iver Neumann observed regarding European security concerns: "European debate about

Russia has also been a source of policy.... shared fear can hardly be treated as something
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extraneous to the European debate about Russia."225 Nor can shared imaginings regarding

Russia's place in the world, in a culture of international relations. Why then, and how, do the

words of "distant travelers" maintain such historic weight? Can one trace the path of similar

texts to illustrate the persistence of scripting and memory demonstrated here? Do images

from the past continue to infiltrate political interactions, particularly those with "hermit

kingdoms" seen as inscrutable by the West?
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